Summer Training School – Trainee Evaluation Form Results
COST BM1302 / ARREST BLINDNESS
Linköping Summer Training School on Corneal Regeneration 2017
Monday 12 June – Friday 16 June, 2017

Day 1:
Lectures (Meibomography, Limbal stem cells: imaging, therapy, clinical application)
Did not learn/uninteresting
1
2

3

4

Learned much/interesting
5

Average : 4.7/5.0 (18 responses)
Comments: interesting, excellent, very nice introduction about eyelids and meibomography,
entirely new topic, really interesting

Workshop 1: Clinical imaging (Meibomography, OCT, confocal microscopy)
Did not learn/uninteresting
1
2

3

4

Learned much/interesting
5

Average : 4.7/5.0 (18 responses)
Comments: very interesting and easy methods which helps in diagnosis, good hands-on work,
totally new to purely lab-working people like me, very informative afternoon and great
concept to switch the groups to different workshops
Day 2:
Lectures (Femtosecond laser and biomechanics, ocular surface reconstruction, stromal tissue
engineering, biomaterials in animal models, laser/refractive surgery)
Did not learn/uninteresting
1
2

3

4

Learned much/interesting
5

Average : 4.4/5.0 (18 responses)
Comments: interesting to learn clinical part, amazing lessons, one of the most interesting
lectures during this school, not keeping on schedule was a bit disappointing, since Che
Connon’s lecture needed to be cut a little short
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Wetlab 1: Femtosecond laser surgery, biomaterials fabrication
Did not learn/uninteresting
1
2

3

4

Learned much/interesting
5

Average : 4.3/5.0 (18 responses)
Comments: really interesting, if the femto laser had worked it would have been the best
thing ever – too good to be true , too bad the femto laser didn’t work , laser didn’t work
, would have been interesting to see femto in action but was well managed, practical part
(femto) to be improved, pity the machine did not work, very nice and useful practical
demonstration
Day 3:
Lectures (Corneal neovascularization and angiogenesis)
Did not learn/uninteresting
1
2

3

4

Learned much/interesting
5

Average : 4.3/5.0 (18 responses)
Comments: very useful and interesting, maybe Prof. Bock gave too much data in a short time
so it was not so easy to follow
Wetlab 2: Corneal blood and lymph vessels, cell culture, zebrafish imaging
Did not learn/uninteresting
1
2

3

4

Learned much/interesting
5

Average : 4.5/5.0 (18 responses)
Comments: rats were really cute, animal handling and in vivo imaging was something special,
nice overview about practical work within the blood and lymph vessels in rat and zebrafish

Day 4:
Lectures (Angiogenesis, VEGF and anti-VEGF therapies, Grant writing and EU opportunities)
Did not learn/uninteresting

Learned much/interesting
2

1

2

3

4

5

Average : 4.4/5.0 (17 responses)
Comments: very interesting to hear and know more about different mechanisms and role of
receptors within AMD and diabetic retinopathy, a new area to learn
Social Events (dinners at Ghingis, Munkkällaren, Castle/Church tours, picnic lunch,
adventure/climbing – N.B! Social activities outside of lunch/dinner were funded through
personal/private funds from all participants to comply with EU/ethics regulations)
Comments:
Excellent, very well organized!
Thank you for everything, it was amazing adventure and delicious food.
Everything was perfect! Congratulations!
Excellent.
Was really a great mixture of activities, adventure park was a lot of fun.
Super! 10!!!
All good! Thank you!
Ghingis was excellent choice 
Both dinners were delightful, the social activities were very fun.
Very important!! A must – social activities means more interaction/networking, etc. Thanks
for that!
Climbing/adventure trip was really a good idea, also to do it in one of the last days. Day 2 was
a little long, would be okay to have 1 ½ - 2 hours free time before the tour/dinner.
Everything was perfect.
All activities were well organized and all really enjoyed it. Thanks for the great week, we
learned a lot, met a lot of new people and got to know a little part of this nice city and region
in Sweden.
I really enjoyed both dinners, lunches and the castle/church tours. The adventure/climbing,
however, was the most memorable of them all. I had so much fun and I will never forget this
experience 
Great fun!
General Comments on the Summer Training School (what worked/didn’t work, what was good,
what could be improved, organization, etc.):
It was a really great summer school!
A good balance in lectures/workshops, but also time for social activities. Clearly, a lot of
effort was put in the organization. Thank you very much for this. It’s been a very interesting,
educational and inspiring week! I felt very welcome.
Everything was really fine. Find the proportion between the lectures and social activities was
quite good.
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More practical sessions if it’s possible. Thank you!

Moving campus on the last day was unusual – difficult to get to. Overall very enjoyable,
lovely friendly atmosphere. Sincere thanks to all the PhD, Postdocs for showing us their
projects and spending time with us.
Thank you for everything. COST was such a great event and worth all the travelling.
Everything was very interesting and exciting – thanks!
I loved this experience, especially the refractive and biomaterials parts. It could be improved
with small additional part of wetlab to link more basic-science researcher to the real needs of
surgeons. One of the best experience of my life!!!
Overall – excellent 
Very informative and fun!
Very well organized, very polite! Excellent outdoor activities.
Missing: first ‘who is who’ in the beginning of the summer school
Thank you for good company and a really good course.
Perfectly arranged  Activities were a nice combination of cultural and physical. Lectures
were well grouped and had a nice mixture of subjects. Thank you for organizing.
For me, the summer school was the perfect combination of lectures, wetlabs and social
activities. The communication beforehand was good and it was really easy to find everything.
For the mornings, it would be a little bit easier if the hotel was closer to the university. Thank
you for organizing this wonderful summer school!
Well organized, useful.
Everything was perfect, thank you!

Thank you for your feedback and safe travels!
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